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FOREWORD
It gives me great pleasure to present the Aerospace Technology Institute’s (ATI) updated technology strategy
– an ambitious long-term plan to maximise the UK’s share of the global commercial aircraft market. This builds on
the Institute’s first UK aerospace technology strategy published in July 2015. The past year has brought further
clarity to the technology imperatives facing UK aerospace, and the measures needed to tackle them. Crucially,
the Government’s 2015 spending review gave a strong vote of confidence in the ATI, committing a further £900
million to aerospace research and technology (R&T); together with industry’s matching contribution, this is worth
£3.9 billion through to 2026. This empowers the sector to think differently about its national ambitions.
The challenge facing us remains acute. The UK provides a very attractive environment for innovation, offering
financial support, a growing Catapult network, excellent universities and research organisations, and access to
high quality skills. However, international competition to attract high-value aerospace work is formidable – from
established and emerging economies. Other nations, including those with a smaller share of the global market,
continue to spend heavily on aerospace-related research and development (R&D), narrowing an advantage the
UK has long enjoyed.
UK success will depend upon, among other factors, the aerospace sector being at the forefront of
technological innovation. This is central to our mission. The Institute receives many high quality proposals, as
the case studies in this document show. Going forward, we will initiate some major new projects, designed to raise
ambitions and take full advantage of the UK’s capabilities in wings, advanced systems, design and integration. The
Institute will also seek to align the development of associated UK research facilities and infrastructure to best meet
the needs of the sector. We will consult, make choices and challenge stakeholders in this endeavour, to identify
the direction for these projects and build momentum behind them.
The Institute’s activities have an overarching economic objective: supporting the competitiveness of UK
companies; improving productivity; contributing to UK prosperity through the sector’s direct success and the
broader impact of its high-intensity research; and reducing the environmental footprint of aviation. In return for
Government’s unprecedented commitment and the stability this provides, we are encouraging companies to
invest more in UK capabilities and the supply chain, and with a long-term view. The sector recognises this, but
must do more. A broader transformation is needed, where large aerospace companies and suppliers change how
they collaborate on technology to address market opportunities.
This strategy and portfolio update represents the technology element of the Aerospace Growth Partnership (AGP),
complementing the AGP’s broader strategy for the sector. We look forward to continuing our support to the wider
AGP agenda.

Gary Elliott
Chief Executive Officer
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EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY
There is an opportunity for
the UK to capture a valuable
share of the growing global
civil aviation market.
But the UK is not the only
country with this aspiration.
Continued success in
this highly competitive
market must not be
taken for granted.
The Aerospace Technology Institute’s (ATI)
mission is to help the UK realise this opportunity
by creating a coherent and ambitious portfolio
of R&T projects. Building on the Institute’s first
technology strategy published in 2015, this
document focuses on advancing technologies
and capabilities in key strategic areas, enabling
the UK to take advantage of global demand
for aircraft that are more efficient, quieter,
safer, better for the environment and more
reliable – and secure significant levels of work.
This requires creativity: harnessing collective
capabilities to enhance productivity, develop
products faster and keep the UK competitive;
and developing superior technology, integrated
in new ways.
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CREATE AND
SAFEGUARD
UP TO 115,000 UK
AEROSPACE AND
SUPPLY CHAIN JOBS
THE BROADER BENEFIT

The aerospace sector is
already one of the most
productive in the UK
economy.
Investment into aerospace technology through
the ATI delivers powerful benefits to the industry
and its complex supply chains, but also into the
wider economy. This investment will potentially
boost UK Gross Domestic Product (GDP) by £700
million per year in the long term. Significant
value will accrue outside the aerospace sector
– each pound Government spends on the ATI
could return 70 pence to the wider economy
every year thereafter.
In terms of employment, the ATI investment is
expected to create and safeguard up to 115,000
UK aerospace and supply chain jobs. Early
indicators show positive trends in the sector and
a number of multinational aerospace companies
have identified ATI R&T funding as a key reason
for investing into the UK. The Institute’s impact
will be formally evaluated at regular intervals,
beginning in 2016.

copyright © Aerospace Technology Institute 2016
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THE TECHNOLOGY STRATEGY
The Institute has worked closely with stakeholders
to develop its four main strategic themes:

–– Aircraft of the future:
Strengthening the UK’s whole-aircraft
design and system integration capability,
positioning it for future generations of civil
aircraft

–– Smart, connected and more
electric aircraft:
Developing UK advanced systems
technologies to capture
high-value opportunities in current
and future aircraft

–– Aerostructures of the future:
Ensuring the UK is a global leader in the
development of large complex structures,
particularly wings

–– Propulsion of the future:
Advancing a new generation of more
efficient propulsion technologies,
particularly within large turbofan engines
Across all areas, there is a pressing need within
the next five years to increase productivity and
lower manufacturing costs.
The ATI is supporting this by developing
advanced design capabilities and high value
manufacturing technologies, extensively
leveraging the High Value Manufacturing
Catapult centres.
Over the next ten years, the Institute’s
market assessment indicates potential for
major systems, aerostructures and engines
opportunities on new and upgraded aircraft.

copyright © Aerospace Technology Institute 2016

To meet these opportunities, the Institute will be
working with industry to launch a set of highly
ambitious initiatives to mature and integrate a
wide range of technologies, including:

–– Ultra-high bypass ratio (UHBR) turbofan:
to validate an entirely new engine
architecture; a full engine system with
composite fan, power gearbox, high pressure
core and accompanying manufacturing
technologies will be tested, including the
capability to effectively integrate this new
generation of efficient engine onto aircraft

–– Integrated wing:
to validate the next generation of highefficiency wing and associated highproductivity manufacturing systems

–– Integrated complex systems:
to validate in a virtual whole-aircraft
environment the integration of UK advanced
systems technologies

–– Future propulsion concepts:
to investigate and evaluate the potential
of large scale hybrid turbo-electric
propulsion systems
These programmes will develop system and
component technologies together with design
and manufacturing capabilities needed to keep
UK aerospace companies ready to service the
global aerospace market. The ATI R&T portfolio
is already supporting a range of technology
projects necessary to delivering these.
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Underpinning the support provided through the
ATI, the Institute has launched its whole-aircraft
capability. This provides UK suppliers with a
unique understanding of the impact of their
technology at the whole-aircraft level, enhancing
the value proposition of their products and
services to their customers. This will be further
developed to evaluate entirely new aircraft
architectures expected beyond 2030, including
more highly integrated propulsion systems and
alternative aerodynamic concepts.
The Institute is also exploring a range of
important cross-cutting topics transforming
technology and manufacturing more broadly,
and which are particularly pertinent to aerospace.
These include high-value design, the digital
economy, additive manufacturing, autonomy,
and through-life services.

STRATEGIC COLLABORATIVE
R&T PORTFOLIO
In addition to building the ATI R&T portfolio,
through its market intelligence and technology
strategy, the Institute works closely with the
Department for Business, Innovation and Skills
(BIS) to ensure that it remains strategically
coherent, resilient and maximises value.
£1.2 billion has been commited so far with
188 organisations including aerospace and
cross-sector industrials, of which 100 are small
or medium size businesses (SMEs), research
organisations and universities. Many projects,
and the collaborations that deliver them, have
been strongly influenced by the Institute’s

engagement throughout the strategic
assessment process to generate greater
value and increase the potential for beneficial
spillovers to occur.
The demand for industrial R&T has increased
since the outset of the ATI, a strong sign that
the funding is influencing investment into the
UK. Competition for funding, together with the
Institute’s drive for greater economic impact,
is increasing the potential of ATI projects and
overall R&T portfolio.

WIDER ENGAGEMENT IN THE UK
AND OVERSEAS
The Institute’s success depends on maintaining
a wide range of strong trusting relationships.
To facilitate this, it has established a common
framework agreement, a formal, bilateral
arrangement between the Institute and partner
organisations. The Institute also engages beyond
its core constituency of UK aerospace,
to open up new opportunities for collaboration.
It is developing dialogues with the defence, space
and automotive communities, and will continue
to drive strong cross-sector coordination.
It is also active beyond the UK, reflecting the
multinational nature of the aerospace industry.
In addition to exploring several bilateral
agreements, it will focus on the optimum way
of working together with European companies
and institutions following the UK’s recent vote to
leave the European Union.

copyright © Aerospace Technology Institute 2016
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UK SUCCESS WILL DEPEND
UPON, AMONG OTHER FACTORS,
THE AEROSPACE SECTOR
BEING AT THE FOREFRONT OF
TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION.
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THE AEROSPACE
TECHNOLOGY INSTITUTE
MISSION
Through strategic
investment into differentiating
technologies, the ATI aims
to secure the full economic
potential of the UK civil
aerospace sector.
This investment is focused by the Institute’s
aerospace technology strategy to ensure UK
aerospace is a global leader in aircraft wings,
large aircraft engines, complex aircraft systems
and new architectures for both fixed and rotary
wing aircraft.

Success in these areas will rely on ensuring
the UK is providing differentiated technologies
and competitive supply options in associated
subsystems and components.
The ATI R&T portfolio is primarily focused
on supporting the development of relevant
technologies from concept (technology
readiness level 3) to demonstration (technology
readiness level 6).

To achieve these goals, the ATI is supporting the sector
to address priorities within the following timeframes:

SECURE

EXPLOIT

Ensure vital UK technology
capabilities are secured and
developed, and manufacturing
competitiveness is raised

Accelerate UK technologies
and capabilities to capture
high-probability market
opportunities

next 10 years

POSITION
next 15 years+

Prepare UK aerospace for
long term success by pursuing
game-changing technologies

copyright © Aerospace Technology Institute 2016
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NEW PASSENGER
AIRCRAFT WORTH
$6.2 TRILLION WILL NEED TO
BE DELIVERED BETWEEN
2016 AND 2035

The Market Opportunity
There are over 20,000 commercial aircraft and
15,000 business jets currently in operation
around the world; this fleet is expected to double
over the next 20 years. New passenger aircraft
worth US$6.2 trillion will need to be delivered
between 2016 and 2035 to meet this demand.

The through-life-support opportunities associated
with this growing number of aircraft are estimated
at over US$1.9 trillion. Additionally, the market
for commercial unmanned aircraft systems will
expand and could be worth in excess of US$60
billion over the next 20 years.
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The Institute’s view of the market remains
consistent with its 2015 ATI Market Opportunity
Outlook. Within the expanding large civil aircraft
segment, the near-term focus is to improve cost
competitiveness and enable higher production
rates to fulfil demand. Beyond 2030, new aircraft
that deliver substantial improvements in fuel
efficiency at a viable cost will be necessary
to support continued growth and meet
environmental targets, such as new International
Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) CO2 standards.
Updates to current platforms, particularly the
narrow-body segment, that take advantage
of new engine variants and aerodynamic
improvements have proved highly competitive
and this is expected to continue. New business
jets, anticipated over the next decade, will offer
improved operational performance and comfort,
providing opportunities to accelerate new
technologies, particularly as new large aircraft
programmes become less frequent.

To help UK companies capture these opportunities, the ATI technology
strategy remains focused on the following market imperatives:
–– Updates to existing large commercial
aircraft, narrow and wide body platforms,
to address cost and performance needs,
including significant changes on wings,
engines and advanced systems over the
next decade

–– Near-term productivity enhancements,
to deliver products faster and more cost
effectively to address the large order backlog
and support the growing market

–– Potential new commercial aircraft to meet
demand for a medium capacity, medium
range platform in the next decade. The
development of a new joint China-Russia
wide-body platform is also possible in the
next 15 years

–– New or updated turboprop platforms,
which enhance passenger experience and
improve environmental and operational
performance, and keep these aircraft
competitive

–– Exploitation of advanced systems
technologies on new large business jets and
beyond visual line of sight civil unmanned
aerial systems (UAS)

–– Updates to helicopters and development
of higher speed rotorcraft configurations to
meet emerging operational needs at lowest
possible cost

–– Beyond 2030, the next generation
of more environmentally-advanced
commercial aircraft

copyright © Aerospace Technology Institute 2016
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ECONOMIC
BENEFIT
The UK has the second largest
aerospace industry in the world
– the ATI R&T portfolio is crucial
to maintaining this position within
an increasingly competitive
international playing field.
Annual investment in aerospace R&D, which
encompasses R&T, hit an all-time high in
2014. Of this, the UK Government contributed
approximately £200 million specifically to R&T,
around £150 million through the ATI and £50
million from other sources. Growing revenues
and Gross Value Add (GVA) – the contribution
the sector makes to the national economy
– together with stable employment, point to
improving productivity. The sector remains one
of the most productive in the UK economy, with
an average GVA of around £75,000 per job.

copyright © Aerospace Technology Institute 2016
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The £632 million committed by Government to
ATI R&T projects so far has stimulated a total of
£1.2 billion of work. This portfolio, together with
the Institute’s proactive approach, will secure
further industry investment in downstream
product development and manufacturing,
potentially boosting UK aerospace GDP by
between £350 million and £700 million per year
in the long term. The ATI investment is expected
to create and safeguard up to 115,000 UK
aerospace and supply chain jobs.
The impact of the ATI will reach far beyond
the civil aerospace sector. High-intensity R&D
acts as a catalyst for broader UK economic
prosperity, driving technological progress across
the supply chains and research organisations
that support other industries. Each pound
Government spends on the ATI could return
70 pence to the wider economy every year
thereafter. Collaborative ATI-funded projects on
cross-cutting technologies – such as additive
manufacture, high temperature capabilities and
shared infrastructure – will enable opportunities
in adjacent sectors such as automotive, rail,
marine and energy. The Catapult network,
universities and research organisations are

important channels through which knowledge
founded in ATI-funded projects flows to
other sectors.
The Institute works with organisations leading
research to extract maximum value from the ATI
investment, optimising collaboration, technology
and exploitation opportunities. This approach will
be further enhanced through closer connection
with other UK industrial and research initiatives.
The Institute has made progress in this regard
and will continue to drive for stronger
cross-sector coordination.
Starting in 2016 BIS, together with Innovate UK
and the ATI, is implementing a monitoring and
evaluation system to track the impact of the
ATI. The timeframes involved between research
and market mean it is too soon to recognise
the full economic value of the ATI R&T portfolio.
Early indicators show positive trends in sector
investment, from both domestic and overseas
sources, productivity and capital expenditure.
A number of multi-national aerospace
companies have identified the availability of ATI
funding as a key reason for investing into the UK.

copyright © Aerospace Technology Institute 2016
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CASE STUDY 01

Rotorcraft Technology
Validation Programme (RTVP)
Leonardo Helicopters (manufacturing AgustaWestland
helicopter models) is continuing research into
helicopter active rotor technology (following on from
several previous projects, in collaboration with UK
universities and the supply chain). This represents the
next big step in helicopter capability enhancement,
providing the ability to improve helicopter
performance and comfort.
The Rotorcraft Technology Validation Programme
(RTVP) is the culmination of effort to design, develop,
manufacture and test active trailing edge technology
embedded within a real helicopter blade. Previous
projects developed design, methodologies and
simulation tools for moving trailing edge flaps on
helicopter blades.

The technologies are expected to provide up to 90%
reduction in vibration, with potential to increase
helicopter critical speeds by up to 10%, reduce the cost
of vibration-attributed maintenance and also reduce
noise. Once these technologies are validated they
can be developed and embodied in the wider range of
helicopters.
“Many important lessons have been learnt during
these projects, and the active rotor is now undergoing
a programme of ground testing to clear the final
design for flight later this year”, commented Simon
Stacey, Chief Project Engineer at Leonardo Helicopters
for active rotors. “ATI funding has enabled high risk
technology development to be carried out offline from
normal product development.”

CASE STUDY 02

Factory of the Future for
Aircraft Wing Manufacture
and Assembly (FOAF)
This two-year project brings together Airbus,
with a consortium of leading aerospace companies
and research organisations, to strengthen UK
manufacturing for conventional and next generation
aero-structures, in support of maintaining complete
UK wing capability.
It will enable component manufacture, assembly
and equipping to be developed and proven in a safe
environment, before being applied to the production
line. The project will improve industrial performance,
through the development of optimised methods,
processes and tools – boosting productivity by up to
30%, and leading to cost reductions.
The vision is to develop key outputs to define
a world class manufacturing facility:

–– Supply chain integration to manage logistics, zero
variation and product customisation

copyright © Aerospace Technology Institute 2016

–– Low energy technologies to minimise plant
operational costs

–– Reconfigurable facility to meet surge capacity, rate
fluctuation and product mix variation

–– High level of automation to minimise variation and
eliminate repetitive tasks
“This project is the first of its kind for Airbus UK,
addressing industrial efficiency through the
development and industrialisation of innovative
manufacturing solutions. Collaboration has enabled
us to exchange creative ideas, and we are well on
our way to realise the vision set at the beginning of
this project.” commented Amer Liaqat, FOAF Project
Manager at Airbus UK.
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CASE STUDY 03

Future Flight Deck
The Future Flight Deck project set out to develop
advanced capabilities for flight deck technologies, and
improve the availability of the aircraft by providing the
pilot with a fuller picture of the aircraft situation. The
technologies could offer increases in aircraft routes
and help reduce flight delays in the future.
The project consortium (GE Aviation, BAE Systems,
Coventry and Southampton Universities) is developing
a new flight deck concept built on advanced human
factors and human machine interface principles,
to incorporate advanced technologies into cockpit
displays, data networks, graphics and video
processing; including touch screens and head-up
display technologies.

Key drivers of size, weight, power, time to market and
cost; have been addressed, technology readiness
levels of TRL 5-6 have been demonstrated with power
and weight reductions of up to 30% being achieved.
Integrating the technologies into a simulator facility
has enabled independent evaluations to be performed
by trained commercial pilots, demonstrating that the
solutions identified would be capable to meet current
and future certification requirements.
The resulting improved capability and functionality of a
new flexible flight deck contributes to a sustainable UK
capability in the design and delivery of next generation
aircraft flight decks, safeguarding around 50 UK jobs.

CASE STUDY 04

VIEWS programme
In April 2014, thirteen partners came together to
work on a £30 million ATI-funded project. The twoyear VIEWS project (Validation and Integration of
Manufacturing Enablers for Future Wing Structures)
aimed at reducing the cost of wing manufacture and
assembly by 20% and process time by 80%. The
project will help enhance competitiveness, safeguard
jobs, and increase the attractiveness of the UK for
future aircraft structures manufacture.

also includes five High Value Manufacturing Catapult
network and four leading UK universities.

The VIEWS team is led by GKN Aerospace, with
three other top tier industrial partners: Bombardier
Aerostructures and Engineering Services (Belfast),
Spirit AeroSystems and GE Aviation. To exploit the
UK’s wealth of innovation and knowledge, the team

It is a diverse programme progressing over 100
separate technology strands. The programme is
in its final stages – producing test demonstrators
of key technologies.

“VIEWS is a unique consortium – the industrial partners
are competitors in many areas, but have directly
collaborated to develop technologies with substantial
potential impact,” explained David Mouatt, Programme
Manager. “There is a realisation that we must avoid
duplicate effort, and that collaboration can bring in
additional knowledge.”

copyright © Aerospace Technology Institute 2016
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STRATEGIC
TECHNOLOGY
THEMES
The technology strategy drives the ATI R&T portfolio
along four major technology themes aligned with
future market requirements:
AIRCRAFT OF THE FUTURE
–– Strengthening whole-aircraft design and
system integration capability

–– Understanding the potential of more radical
aircraft architectures and the impact of
technologies at the whole-aircraft level

–– Accelerating development of enhanced
safety, and more productive and
autonomous aircraft

AEROSTRUCTURES
OF THE FUTURE
–– Strengthening the UK’s position as a centre
for large composite structures

–– Raising levels of automation across
manufacture and assembly

copyright © Aerospace Technology Institute 2016

SMART, CONNECTED AND
MORE ELECTRIC AIRCRAFT
–– Enabling introduction of more electric
systems

–– Developing secure digital systems and
communications

–– Securing capabilities in fuel, landing gear
and energy management systems

PROPULSION OF THE FUTURE
–– Realisation of large ultra-high bypass ratio
(UHBR) turbofan engines

–– Enhancing the integration of advanced
propulsion systems onto aircraft

19
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The technology themes address all aspects of
the product lifecycle: design, development,
production, through-life support and disposal.
The following pages provide a high-level view of
how the ATI portfolio is delivering against these
and the opportunities for future research.
A number of these opportunities are consistent
with the interests of adjacent sectors.
The Institute is actively engaging with the

defence, space and automotive communities
to explore joint technology development and
exploitation. The Institute is also encouraging
closer alignment between university research
and the technological needs of industry, for
example working with the Engineering and
Physical Sciences Research Council (EPSRC) to
exchange perspectives, help shape strategies,
and identify opportunities for collaboration.

Bringing new technologies together as part of an integrated
system is essential to positioning the sector competitively.
Specifically, the Institute envisages the following major
integration initiatives:
–– Ultra-high bypass ratio (UHBR) turbofan:
to validate an entirely new engine
architecture; a full engine system with
composite fan, power gearbox, high pressure
core and accompanying manufacturing
technologies will be tested, including the
capability to effectively integrate this new
generation of efficient engine onto aircraft

–– Integrated wing:
to validate the next generation of highefficiency wing optimising the materials,
structure, systems integration and
associated high-productivity
manufacturing systems

–– Integrated complex systems:
to validate in a virtual whole-aircraft
environment the integration of UK
advanced systems technologies, uniting
the diverse systems industry and
academic research base to network
facilities and integrate technologies

–– Future propulsion concepts:
to investigate and evaluate the potential
of large scale hybrid turbo-electric
propulsion systems

These initiatives will stretch the sector’s resources, capabilities
and ATI funding, necessitating smarter use of existing national
infrastructure and further capital investment.
They present an opportunity for UK suppliers
to gain competitive advantage and are linked
with the UK’s high-value manufacturing agenda
and factories of the future. This will require
the Institute to take a more active role, driving
an ambitious vision and coherent approach,
particularly for wings and systems, but also

for design integration capabilities and
national infrastructure.
The Institute will drive these initiatives forward
through consultation with stakeholders to form
major new collaborative ATI R&T projects.

copyright © Aerospace Technology Institute 2016
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In addition to the four main
technology themes, the ATI
and its advisory groups are
pursuing several major
cross-cutting agendas:
HIGH-VALUE DESIGN (HVD)
HVD encompasses the roles, tools, processes,
activities and facilities that are needed for
defining and integrating products. HVD is
essential to securing UK aerospace leadership,
enabling suppliers to tackle the challenges
of future aircraft development, and influence
high-value engineering work and its associated
manufacturing. Ensuring the UK retains these
HVD capabilities is pertinent during a period of
reduced new aircraft development. Working with
industry, the Institute has committed resource to
define solutions which will secure this capability
in the UK.
DIGITAL ECONOMY
Connectivity, new business models and lowercost high-performance computing are

copyright © Aerospace Technology Institute 2016

transforming the industry, including: high-fidelity
design; optimised flexible manufacturing; more
autonomous flight; higher-capacity air traffic
control; more intelligent through-life support.
Connectivity brings the challenges of secure
capture, management, analysis and exploitation
of big data – mastering these is key to future
value generation across the product lifecycle.
The Institute contributed views to the
Government’s digital strategy and is working with
the Digital Catapult, Turing Institute and a broad
range of stakeholders to develop a coherent view
of the way forward for aerospace.
ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING (AM)
AM enables truly functional design of mechanical
components, unconstrained by conventional
manufacturing technologies, with low waste.
The relatively low production volumes in
aerospace lend themselves to AM – for parts
and tooling. Challenges remain, to increase
production rates, and standardise machinery
and materials. The Institute is coordinating
the aerospace input to the national Additive
Manufacturing Strategy, maximising synergies
with other sectors.
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AUTONOMY

THROUGH-LIFE SERVICES

Autonomous systems will be critical to reducing
aircrew workload and enabling higher-capacity,
safer air transport systems. Fully-autonomous
vehicles offer cost advantages and will ultimately
open up new applications – the Government
has challenged the industry to accelerate their
safe introduction and integration into controlled
airspace to ensure the UK is in the lead. To
deliver this vision, the UK will need to draw on
the capabilities of its strong defence sector and
emerging civil businesses. The ATI is focusing on
autonomous technologies that offer broadest
benefits in civil aerospace, for example, sensing
and avoiding other aircraft. The Institute is
supporting cross-sector knowledge transfer on
the autonomous transport agenda, through
engagement with the Transport Systems Catapult.

According to a 2016 study sponsored by BIS, the
UK aerospace maintenance, repair, overhaul and
logistics (MROL) segment is worth £16 billion
per year. The ATI’s MROL priorities include the
development of technologies for integrated
vehicle health management (IVHM), repair
and inspection, as these can reduce cost and
improve in-service availability. Through digital
technologies, IVHM is enabling a transition
to service-based business models. Additive
manufacturing is being developed for repair of
components. The recycling and disposal of large
composite structures presents an opportunity
that will require new technology solutions. There
are gaps in through-life services technology
and the Institute will work with stakeholders to
understand these needs.

copyright © Aerospace Technology Institute 2016
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AIRCRAFT OF THE FUTURE

This theme incorporates the design, integration, certification
and operation of aircraft and their interaction with the broader
air transport system.
The UK performs whole-aircraft design
integration within the civil helicopter and defence
segments, and provides leading capabilities
through universities, independent research
organisations and consultancy. The activity
constitutes around 10% of the UK aerospace
sector’s direct economic activity, however the
capabilities involved help to secure the sector
more broadly.

A number of initiatives are meeting aspects of
these challenges, including:

Major aircraft subsystems designed and
manufactured in the UK are shaped by whole
aircraft design and integration. Aerodynamics,
through simulation and test, determines the
geometry of an aircraft and drives its structural
and control needs. These capabilities are
therefore important to the UK’s position in the
global civil aerospace industry, and underpin
the UK’s involvement in more radical aircraft
architectures beyond 2030.

–– Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS), allied to the

The global growth of aviation is driving the
need for improved fuel efficiency through
optimised flight trajectories, improved safety and
security, and accommodation of autonomous
systems. The Institute is working with other
UK organisations and internationally to develop
strategies and technology needs that help to
position the UK at the forefront of air transport
system development.

Top 3 performance attributes to
address at whole-aircraft level
by market segment
Cost
Environment

Passenger experience
Safety

copyright © Aerospace Technology Institute 2016

Wide
Body

–– Advanced simulation and enhanced national
technology infrastructure

–– Flight deck systems to improve crew
workload and situational awareness, linked to
the development of airspace management
through European and US initiatives
UK Government’s Pathfinder programmes
on accelerating introduction into controlled
airspace

PRIORITY OPPORTUNITIES
– A WHOLE-AIRCRAFT OVERVIEW
Over the next 15 years, demand for more
fuel-efficient, greener and cost-competitive
commercial jet aircraft will drive improved
integration of more efficient turbofan engines.
Demand for more efficient and quiet turboprop
aircraft will also stimulate new technology. Future
helicopters need to be faster, safer, quieter and
cheaper to operate which will ultimately require
new architectures. Securing whole-aircraft design
and integration capability will be essential in this
context, enabled by improved modelling tools,
design processes and appropriate experimental
facilities.

Narrow
Body

Regional Jet
& Turboprop

Rotary
wing

Business
Jet

UAS
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The evolving civil UAS sector is focused on
developing beyond visual line of sight platforms
and the innovative business models enabled
by these aircraft. The Institute is working
with government, industry and academia to
understand commercial opportunities for UAS.

EARLY-STAGE RESEARCH OPPORTUNITIES
Targeting beyond 2030, more radical aircraft
concepts may harness boundary layer ingestion
(BLI) and distributed propulsion systems to deliver
further improvements in fuel efficiency and noise.
The Institute will work closely with academic and
research establishments to align fundamental
research programmes, including:

–– New and novel whole-aircraft architectures
and operational concepts

–– Greater interaction between aircraft
conceptual and air transport system
modelling linked to the European Union’s
ACARE Flightpath 2050 goals

CONCLUDING REMARKS
Enabling increased use of aero-elastic tailoring,
laminar-flow systems and new types of
propulsion system will be important to improving
fuel efficiency and reducing noise of aircraft.
Flight deck technologies will enhance the safety
and productivity of flight operations. The air
transport system will continue to evolve and
demand new technologies – including the
introduction of UAS operations in controlled
airspace. The Institute is engaging with
government and industry to support these
developments.
The UK’s whole-aircraft capabilities are essential
to the sector’s overall success. The Institute is
working to build a more strategic approach to
sustaining and developing these capabilities, and
with universities is shaping academic agendas
around industrial priorities. It is also engaged in
the Greener by Design initiative and Sustainable
Aviation groups to contribute the Institute’s
whole-aircraft perspective.

–– Human factors in the flight deck
–– Design and evaluation of the overall
aircraft system to better leverage ongoing
component and system research

copyright © Aerospace Technology Institute 2016
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AIRCRAFT OF THE FUTURE
Approximate alignment of ATI R&T spend to performance attributes
6%
7%

9%
25%

SECURE
£34m

40%

43%

EXPLOIT
£52m

POSITION
£20m

46%

23%
8%

Aircra Research Association:
Refurbishment of wind tunnel
facilities, development of new gust,
cavity and rotor rigs, and advanced
measurement techniques (£12m).

NEW ARCHITECTURES

TOOLS & METHODS

KEY TECHNOLOGIES

(including demonstrators)

93%
£10m+ invested in advanced
intelligent ﬂight deck with
improved human machine
interface research.

NEW ARCHITECTURES

TOOLS & METHODS

KEY TECHNOLOGIES

(including demonstrators)

Free ﬂight (NextGen & SESAR)
and 4D ﬂight proﬁles

Flight deck human factors
for reduced pilot workload

Novel wing architectures
integration (aeroelastic tailoring,
high aspect ratio wings)

Conceptual aircra and air
system modelling

New technology developments
for navigation, communications,
safe ﬂight (sense and avoid, all
weather operations etc.), failure
tolerance protocols

New air vehicle architectures
to leverage the beneﬁts of
laminar ﬂow and ﬂow control

Advanced, faster multi-physics
and multi-ﬁdelity whole aircra
modelling (aerodynamics,
aeroelastics, structures, noise,
performance, icing)

Technology support for
Government UAS Pathﬁnder
programmes

UHBR equipped aircra

Advanced wind tunnel testing
technologies including models,
rigs and measurement
techniques

Better use of composites and
advanced materials

Loads control and aeroelastics

High speed rotorcra

New air vehicle architectures
for increased use of more
electric systems

Did you know the ATI can
assess the impact of your
technologies on representative
aircra to help you with your
design and integration needs?

NEW ARCHITECTURES

TOOLS & METHODS

KEY TECHNOLOGIES

Wind tunnel testing
technologies including models,
rigs and wind tunnels for
distributed propulsion

Distributed propulsion
preliminary modelling
on whole aircra

(including demonstrators)
Advanced geometry handling
Integration - powerplant,
wing/engine, multi-prop wing,
nacelle, rotors
Appropriate multi-ﬁdelity
modelling and toolset
for aerodynamics of
novel conﬁgurations

Simpliﬁed moveable surfaces
and slatless leading edges
Cabin noise reduction
technologies

Increased autonomy in
transport and passenger
air vehicles
Large tilt-rotor
More radical air vehicle
architectures including
blended wings, distributed
propulsion, BLI
Open rotor or advanced
turboprop powered air vehicles
New architectures for large
all electric aircra

Faster, more affordable
certiﬁcation/qualiﬁcation
process improvements

Technology Development Opportunity Indicator

Cross-sector Opportunities

Large Development Opportunity

Multi-sectoral

Rail

Moderate Development Opportunity

Automotive

Energy (Power, Wind)

Small Development Opportunity

Defence and Space

Technology Addressed
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SMART, CONNECTED AND MORE ELECTRIC AIRCRAFT

This theme encompasses a range of complex aircraft systems
provided by UK businesses, specifically the technologies, tools,
processes and facilities needed to develop and produce them.
Development and manufacture of advanced
systems represents around 15% of the UK
aerospace sector’s direct economic activity,
concentrated in wide and narrow-body passenger
aircraft and business jets. The UK is a world
leader in landing gear, power generation, power
conversion and distribution, electrical actuation,
digitally enhanced communications and nextgeneration flight deck technologies. These are
fundamental to improving fuel burn, emissions,
operational capability, passenger experience,
lifecycle cost and safety. In the future, systems
are expected to constitute a greater share of an
aircraft’s value.
The ATI R&T portfolio supports a range of
activities, including:

–– Lightweight landing gear
–– More electric architectures, electrical
machines and power electronics

The UK systems community is world class, with
capabilities spread across many companies and
academia. Recognising this, the Institute has
convened consortia to develop technologies in
high growth areas. For example, a large UK-wide
collaboration will be developing the methods and
tools for safety-critical software that will enhance
productivity while another group has formed to
develop new electrical power systems to position
for future more-electric aircraft designs.
Embedded sensors and software are making
aircraft more intelligent, leading to improved
platform availability, reduced crew workload
and an overall enhancement of aircraft safety.
These technologies will also enable UAS to
access controlled airspace. Adoption of electrical
power systems will reduce weight and cost, and
enhance reliability. Beyond 2030, new propulsion
architectures will require disruptive electrical
power system technology.

–– Robust, secure, high-bandwidth integrated
communications and antennae systems

–– Advanced flight deck avionics
–– Advanced aircraft fuel systems
–– Novel heat management
–– Intelligent health management systems
–– Harsh environment electronics and complex

PRIORITY OPPORTUNITIES
– AN ADVANCED SYSTEMS OVERVIEW
Over the next 20 years, the large aircraft market
is expected to drive significant demand for new
and upgraded systems. The ATI’s focus is in the
following areas:

–– Electric systems and components – for
control and high power transmission

electronics manufacturing

Top 3 performance attributes to
address at advanced systems level
by market segment
Cost
Environment

Passenger experience
Safety
copyright © Aerospace Technology Institute 2016
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–– Software-defined, secure digital systems
and communications

–– Lightweight lower-cost landing gear
–– Intelligent, more autonomous control and
health management systems
The UK’s competitive position would be
considerably enhanced by validating the
integration of these technologies at a wholeaircraft level. Working with the sector, the ATI will
be seeking to establish a national virtual systems
environment, connecting the technologies,
facilities and capabilities of companies and
academia through a high-speed digital backbone
to meet this need.

EARLY-STAGE RESEARCH OPPORTUNITIES
Further fundamental research is needed within
the following areas:

–– Development of an experimental
hybrid propulsion platform to validate
technologies including high-density
energy storage, superconducting
electrical systems and networks

–– Ultra-high bandwidth secure
communications systems

–– Advanced control for more autonomous
architectures together with cost effective
approaches to development and verification

–– Advanced analytics for health management
of increasingly complex aircraft systems

–– Advanced sensing technology to enable
optical data distribution and novel
energy harvesting

CONCLUDING REMARKS
Complex aircraft systems will play an increasing
role in ensuring affordable, safer and more
efficient air transport, and are becoming an
increasingly large part of the aircraft’s value.
The Institute will bring together the advanced
systems community to address the most
important challenges and position UK aerospace
to capture valuable market opportunities.
In particular, the Institute is working with
industry to define a national virtual systems
environment to validate technologies at a
simulated whole-aircraft level.

copyright © Aerospace Technology Institute 2016
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SMART, CONNECTED AND MORE ELECTRIC AIRCRAFT
Approximate alignment of ATI R&T spend to performance attributes
2%
10%

16%

25%
30%

5%

32%

1%

SECURE
£50m

EXPLOIT
£80m

POSITION
£8m

25%

48%

30%
Investment in landing
gear enhancements and
corrosion-resistant steel
project (£12m).

TOOLS & METHODS

KEY TECHNOLOGIES

(including demonstrators)
Open systems avionics
architecture for reduced
size, weight and power
Multifunctional systems
and components

The ATI supports the sector by
enabling collaborative projects
in cross-cutting areas.

NEW ARCHITECTURES

TOOLS & METHODS

KEY TECHNOLOGIES

(including demonstrators)
Integrated thermal design
for systems

Advanced landing gear systems
Ice protection systems

Electronic/electrical
component failure and
EMC prediction models
High-integrity systems &
soware development

Harsh environment electronics,
sensors and components

High-performance
manufacturing for systems
(incl. fast make)

More electric aircra
system integration and
validation platform
Distributed avionics
processing architectures
with load balancing

Thermal management systems
Environmental control systems

Flight deck human factors for
reduced pilot workload

25%

25%

1%

NEW ARCHITECTURES

25%

Power-dense power electronics
Electro-hydraulic &
Electro-mechanical actuators

Smarter communications:
integrated modular
communications
radio/navigation architectures,
wireless networks, ad-hoc direct
aircra to aircra networking.

The ATI is leading on more
electric aircra (MEA),
convening the community to
launch an MEA technology
validation platform.

NEW ARCHITECTURES

TOOLS & METHODS

KEY TECHNOLOGIES

Complex systems
multi-dimensional optimisation

High-integrity fault-tolerant
systems and equipment
(for autonomy)

(including demonstrators)
Modelling of non-propulsion
power systems

Scalable high bandwidth on and
off aircra communications

More electric aircra
systems integration &
demonstration facility

Scalable electrical power
systems and low power
equipment with energy
harvesting

Real time simulation with
hardware in the loop

Next generation aircra
fuel systems including
alternative fuels, dehydration
and deoxygenation and
advanced modelling

Autonomous air vehicle
systems technology
validation platform

Virtual modelling - systems
All electric aircra and
technology validation platform

Superconducting
electrical systems

Embedded sensors and
actuation in components

High-performance energy
storage and recovery

In-ﬂight entertainment
systems enabled by
improved communications
Integrated sensor systems
Advanced cabin noise and
vibration attenuation systems
Engine control systems
(hardware and soware)

Technology Development Opportunity Indicator

Cross-sector Opportunities

Large Development Opportunity

Multi-sectoral

Rail

Moderate Development Opportunity

Automotive

Energy (Power, Wind)

Small Development Opportunity

Defence and Space

Technology Addressed
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AEROSTRUCTURES OF THE FUTURE

This theme encompasses a range of aircraft structures and
components provided by UK businesses, specifically the technologies,
tools, processes and facilities needed to develop and produce them.
Development and manufacture of aerostructures
constitutes around 25% of the sector’s direct
economic activity, concentrated in wide- and
narrow-body passenger aircraft. The UK is a
world leader in the design, manufacture
and integration of wings and also provides
components and sub-assemblies for nacelles,
empennages and fuselages.
To deliver efficiency improvements, future
wings will need improved aerodynamics, lighter
materials and disruptive architectures, and
incorporate more efficient propulsion systems.
The cost and time required to design and
produce wings must reduce to meet competitive
pressure and achieve higher production rates.
This will be achieved through more integrated
composite architectures, using out-of-autoclave
resin curing and automated manufacturing
and assembly. Optimisation through additive
manufacture will deliver lighter components.
New manufacturing approaches will enable
faster product transition, rate flexibility and
customisation.
The ATI R&T portfolio currently supports work in
the following areas:

–– Near-term wing manufacturing productivity
improvements, higher rate enablement
and manufacturing cost reduction – with a
particular emphasis on automation

Top 3 performance attributes to
address at aerostructures level
by market segment
Cost
Environment

Passenger experience
Safety
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Wide
Body

–– Near-term incremental design improvements
to wing components that reduce weight,
increase fuel efficiency or improve
performance

–– Major technology infrastructure, enabling
validation for future wing technology,
including UK wind tunnel upgrades and new
wing integration technology centre

–– Structural design capabilities, together
with automated, flexible manufacturing
processes, that fully exploit the potential
of composite, metallic and hybrid material
configurations - these will lead to lower-cost
and lighter multifunctional architectures that
facilitate new propulsion systems, laminar
flow aerodynamics, and morphing structures

PRIORITY OPPORTUNITIES
– AN AEROSTRUCTURES OVERVIEW
In the next decade, opportunities are expected
for improved wing tips, nacelles and other
structural and aerodynamic updates that enable
installation of new, larger engines onto existing
narrow and wide-body aircraft. Longer term,
entirely new wing designs will be introduced
to accommodate new propulsion derivatives
and optimise propulsion integration. Primary
structures may also feature embedded systems
and sensors.

Narrow
Body

Regional Jet
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Business
Jet
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Business jets will make greater use of lightweight
materials and require changes to accommodate
larger engines. Rotorcraft will benefit from wider
use of composites, thermoplastics and additive
manufacture for non-critical components to
reduce weight and cost. Large civil UAS platforms
for extended operations will need super-light
structures to minimise weight and energy
consumption.
Composite technologies need to reduce cost
and increase productivity. These include more
automated manufacturing and assembly as well
as multifunctional designs that reduce part count
or remove production steps. Out-of-autoclave
composite manufacturing, attractive for its lower
capital investment requirements and shorter
process times, will be a focus for ATI investment.
The capability to validate next generation
composite wing technologies as part of an
integrated system would considerably enhance
the UK position. Working with companies,
research organisations and academia, the
Institute will launch an initiative around UK
wing integration and validation, connecting
technologies, facilities and capabilities across
the sector.

EARLY-STAGE RESEARCH OPPORTUNITIES
Fundamental research is needed within the
following areas:

–– Disruptive processes for additive and
subtractive manufacturing

–– Complex, high-performance, and low-cost
composite, metallic and hybrid components

–– Enhanced verification and validation to
reduce physical certification requirement

–– Digital enablement of the entire vertical and
horizontal supply chain

–– Advanced material formulation, design,
processing and certification

–– Seamless virtual product lifecycle modelling
to ensure high-quality, low variability, and
minimal process steps
Future disruptive configurations, utilising
advanced materials and new propulsion
architectures, will rely on extensive use of
new virtual environments. Developing
concepts of multifunctional structures that
reduce assembly complexity, enable energy
harvesting and create potential for large scale
super capacitors needs to continue.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
Productivity improvement and high rate
enablement of aerostructure manufacture is
the immediate focus for existing platforms.
The industry has worked hard to optimise the
production of current generation structures.
Realising greater benefits will require more
strategic and collaborative ways of working. From
this position, the sector can explore more disruptive
structural architectures in a conventional aircraft
shape, within a strategically integrated supply
chain enabled through the digital revolution. The
Institute is working with industry to define a UK
wing integration and validation initiative, to prove
wing technologies at a system level.
More radical aircraft configurations, brought about
by collaborative early stage research and new
propulsion concepts, will position the UK aerospace
sector as a leading provider of aerostructure
products and services to globally distributed aircraft
final assembly lines.
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AEROSTRUCTURES OF THE FUTURE
Approximate alignment of ATI R&T spend to performance attributes

6%

8%

17%

9%

11%

18%

42%

SECURE
£129m

17%
42%

EXPLOIT
£205m

POSITION
£20m

20%

58%
15%
19%

18%

MTC Aerospace Research
Centre & National Centre for
Net Shape and Additive
Manufacturing (£16m).
Opened in 2015.

NEW ARCHITECTURES

TOOLS & METHODS

KEY TECHNOLOGIES

(including demonstrators)
Simpliﬁed architecture to achieve
rate enablement and reduce
internal manufacturing cost
Step change industrial
demonstrator for rate
enablement and internal
manufacturing cost reduction
Topological design enhancements with legacy programme
materials (including unitisation of
secondary structures)
Smart use of composite, metallic,
hybrid materials, and surface
coatings to reduce cost and
weight, add functionality, improve
performance, and geometrical
tolerance optimisation
Industrial scale and rate
demonstration of novel step
change concepts for incremental
technology insertion (e.g. wing,
nacelle, etc.)

NEW ARCHITECTURES

TOOLS & METHODS

KEY TECHNOLOGIES

(including demonstrators)
In-line monitoring and
process control/modiﬁcation
for composite, metallic and
hybrid material formulation
and conversion

Solutions REACH compliant
materials and processes

Composites failure prediction
models speciﬁc for
structural components

Low-cost processing and
tooling for composites

Predictive behaviour &
performance analysis
of materials
Advanced multi-physics
and multi-ﬁdelity structural
modelling and validation
testing for components
(including vibration, noise)
Optimisation of material
conversion, component
manufacture and assembly
through geometric design
and tolerance

Technology Development Opportunity Indicator

Technologies to reduce
manufacturing cycle time

Automated inspection systems
to minimise human intervention

Advanced joining (inc. reduction of
mechanical fastened joints and
joining of dissimilar materials, LFW, etc)
Intelligent automation for rate
enablement / productivity (inc.
robotic operation / co-operation)
Material conversion for
performance efficiency and cost
Close-coupled, simulation validation
and validation structural test facility

Airbus Wing Integration
Centre (£37m). Opening
in 2019.

The ATI is leading the input for the
aerospace sector into national and
international strategies including
National Additive Manufacture,
Composites Leadership Forum, and
ACARE Strategic Research and
Innovation Agenda.

Topological design of primary
structures with advanced
materials (including unitisation
of primary structures, both
metallic and composite)
Optimisation of conventional
aerodynamic structures
through span extension,
laminar ﬂow, drag elimination
devices, ﬂow control and load
alleviation
Full-scale industrial
demonstrator of next
generation architectures based
on enhanced conventional
tube and wing concept
Test capability for nacelle/
propulsion integration

NEW ARCHITECTURES

TOOLS & METHODS

KEY TECHNOLOGIES

Virtual aircra for: structures,
manufacturing, assembly

Damage-tolerant/self-healing
structures (new materials)

(including demonstrators)
Use of methodology to
optimise energy consumption
for manufacturing & assembly
process
Integrate design, test and
simulation toolsets

Reconﬁgurable and intelligent
automation enabled structural
test processes

Functionally graded
architectures utilising
novel materials

Low-density, high-strength
metallic & non-metallic materials

Fully unitised, topological
architectures for
advanced materials

High-performance
multifunctional materials
Novel joining technologies for
composite, metallic and hybrid
interfaces
Improved damage tolerance of
existing material systems
Multifunctional materials (structural
batteries) embedded sensors
Self-monitoring structures

Factory of the future - rapid
reconﬁguration for mixed
product utilising intelligent
swarm automation

Disruptive structural design to
optimise aerodynamic
efficiencies, structural integrity
and multifunctional elements in
a non-conventional planform
Full-scale industrial demonstrator
of next-generation material
formulation and product
architectures based on
enhanced disruptive planform
conﬁgurations with novel
propulsion scenarios

Intelligent automation for
material formulation and
product conversion

Cross-sector Opportunities

Large Development Opportunity

Multi-sectoral

Rail

Moderate Development Opportunity

Automotive

Energy (Power, Wind)

Small Development Opportunity

Defence and Space

Technology Addressed
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PROPULSION OF THE FUTURE

This theme encompasses the propulsion products and capabilities
provided by UK businesses, specifically the technologies, tools,
processes and facilities needed to develop and produce them.
The development and manufacture of propulsion
systems constitutes around 50% of the sector’s
direct economic activity, at present concentrated
in large engines for wide-body passenger aircraft.
The UK supports propulsion in most other
aircraft segments through sub-system and
component supply to overseas OEMs, and
aftermarket services.

–– Novel nacelle systems

The UK is a world leader in turbofan engines
and components, with future opportunities
in wide-body, narrow-body and business jet
markets. Lighter, higher bypass ratio turbofans
with improved thermodynamics are making
aircraft more efficient and quieter.

–– New two-shaft test rig for bearing and

The ATI R&T portfolio is supporting significant
developments in new propulsion architectures,
technologies and manufacturing capabilities
to improve competitiveness and accelerate
introduction of new turbofan engines.
Research areas include:

–– New high-performance turbofan core
architecture, design, manufacture and
demonstration

–– Multi-fidelity gas turbine aerothermal
modelling and aero-acoustic noise prediction

–– Material development for REACH
replacements and turbine super-alloys

–– New national centre of excellence for
combustion aerodynamics
transmissions capability development

These technologies constitute the main
elements of a future large UHBR turbofan and will
require test and validation as part of an integrated
whole engine. There are considerable challenges
to be addressed in integrating UHBR turbofan
engines with future aircraft.
The UK also produces world-class propeller
systems, rotors and transmissions for regional
aircraft and rotorcraft. In this field, the ATI R&T
portfolio has launched projects covering:

–– Active rotor blades for higher efficiency and
lower vibration and rotor health management

–– Lightweight composite fan system
development and advanced manufacturing

–– High-performance, low-emission, engine

–– Hubs and transmissions
–– Aero-acoustic noise methods for composite
propellers

core aerothermal systems

Top 3 performance attributes to
address at propulsion level
by market segment
Cost
Environment

Passenger experience
Safety
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Beyond this, further efficiency improvements will
require more radical propulsion architectures,
with hybrid turbo-electric systems possible, most
likely emerging as distributed propulsion. The
ATI is stimulating development to determine
how future targets for fuel efficiency and
environmental impact can be met through the
acceleration of new and radical technologies.

PRIORITY OPPORTUNITIES
– A PROPULSION OVERVIEW
The narrow- and wide-body segments offer the
most attractive opportunities for propulsion.
Looking ahead, the market is likely to continue to
take advantage of new engine options, focused
on increasing fuel efficiency and reducing
through-life cost. The shift to more frequent
engine updates presents a challenge for engine
OEMs, and their supply chain, to adjust how they
recover non-recurring costs over shorter product
life spans. This generates a strong need to
dramatically reduce the cost of introducing new
technology and manufacturing.
A potential new medium-capacity, mediumrange platform could provide an opportunity
for an ultra-efficient turbofan within the
2025 timeframe. Meanwhile, there may be a
resurgence of turboprop aircraft on shorter
regional routes, demanding the development
of more efficient, quieter propeller systems.
Similarly, the demand for rotorcraft drives
requirements for advanced transmission systems
with improved durability and rotor capability.

The Institute will be working closely with industry
to support the need for a full UHBR engine test
and address the integration of these propulsion
architectures on future aircraft.

EARLY-STAGE RESEARCH OPPORTUNITIES
Further fundamental research is needed within
the following areas:

–– Novel propulsion and airframe integration
(structural, aerodynamic) approaches to
enable distributed propulsion concepts

–– Electrical technology (transmission, control,
cooling, storage) to facilitate hybrid turboelectric propulsion

–– Research on novel aerothermal cycles to
meet the European Union’s ACARE Flightpath
2050 environmental targets

CONCLUDING REMARKS
Delivering a UHBR turbofan by 2025 is critical
to capturing the next wave of major propulsion
opportunities. This requires overcoming a
range of technology challenges across the
entire propulsion system and the continued
development of supply chain capabilities. A full
engine technology validation test is essential.
Distributed propulsion is viewed as a potential
game-changer and will require radical upgrades in
more electric systems to make the architecture
viable. The Institute is stimulating discussion
with industry to develop the path toward realising
this potential.
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PROPULSION OF THE FUTURE
Approximate alignment of ATI R&T spend to performance attributes
3%
1%

5%

21%
33%

15%

31%

SECURE
£348m

EXPLOIT
£234m

34%

POSITION
£6m

44%

64%
16%

33%

University of Nottingham
two-sha engine
transmissions rig (£2.6m).
Opening in 2017.

NEW ARCHITECTURES

TOOLS & METHODS

KEY TECHNOLOGIES

(including demonstrators)
Lightweight fan system validation
platform

NEW ARCHITECTURES

TOOLS & METHODS

KEY TECHNOLOGIES

(including demonstrators)
Improved manufacturing
(cutting), measurement and
inspection for gears

Advanced core demonstrator

Prediction of noise sources for
new architectures
Ice-crystal engine test capability
Composites failure prediction
models speciﬁc for fan, nacelles
and propellers
Advanced multi-physics
and multi-ﬁdelity
component modelling
(aero, structural, thermal)

Low speed fan technology

Lean burn combustion
validation platform

Large UHBR turbofan
technology infrastructure

Lightweight composite fan
and rotor/propeller systems

UHBR geared turbofan and
validation platform

Virtual modelling - whole
engine (thermo-mechanical)

Integrated UHBR nacelle
systems (including variable
area nozzle)

High-performance propulsion
system manufacturing
capability (for lead time, cost
and engine performance)

Advanced propellers

Engine control modelling in
real time

Automated assembly
for propulsion

Low-loss engine air and oil systems
High-temperature turbines
(including CMCs and cooling)
Environmental engine protection
(e.g., icing)

NEW ARCHITECTURES

TOOLS & METHODS

KEY TECHNOLOGIES

Open rotor test capability

Joining dissimilar materials
for propulsion

(including demonstrators)

Advanced lightweight
transmission systems

Low-emissions combustion
technology

Loughborough University
National Centre of Excellence in
Gas Turbine Combustion
System Aerodynamics (£10m).
Opening in 2018.

Investment in composite fan
system manufacturing
development project (£20m).

Advanced cooling /heat
exchanger including integrated
(surface) coolers

Variable pitch for UHBR
geared turbofan

Complex thermodynamic
cycle model validation
Hybrid turbo-electric and
distributed propulsion including
ﬂight test validation platform

Boundary Layer ingestion
test facility for propulsion
system development

More electric propulsion systems
Advanced propulsion
control strategies
Ultra-low emissions combustion
systems - chemical modelling
and CFD integrated NOx and
soot prediction

Active helicopter rotor blades,
hub and transmission systems
Advanced powerplant
transmissions, structures
and drives

Lightweight high-temperature
compressors

Technology Development Opportunity Indicator

Cross-sector Opportunities

Large Development Opportunity

Multi-sectoral

Rail

Moderate Development Opportunity

Automotive

Energy (Power, Wind)

Small Development Opportunity

Defence and Space

Technology Addressed
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CASE STUDY 05

Integrated Research and
Advanced Test Facility
Construction of the Airbus Wing Integration Centre
(AWIC) will begin at Filton during 2016. AWIC will
become a flagship facility for all future UK work on
wing and associated systems, for Airbus UK and
strategic technology partners (Tier 1 suppliers, SMEs
and Research Organisations).
AWIC is integral to the creation of a streamlined
wing engineering value chain, enabling rapid and
cost effective development. The proposed facility
is 10,255m² and will house approximately 250
engineers.
The facility will enable:

–– Flexible laboratory and workshop space for secure
IP development, and collaborative working.

–– Development of future technologies and designs
with manufacturing, reducing risk.

–– Structural test rigs with flexible configuration to
reduce cost and lead times.
“The UK is globally recognised for expertise in wing
design and development and AWIC represents a
significant investment in state of the art facilities which
will be at the heart of developing the next generation
of aircraft”, noted Mark Howard, Head of R&T Business
Development and Partnerships at Airbus UK.
AWIC will be used to train Airbus and suppliers’
personnel, graduates and apprentices in the latest
technologies, and will support around 1,000 UK jobs in
the UK Ground Based Demonstrator Programme.

–– Elimination of non-integrated ways of working,
reducing time and cost for TRL progression.

CASE STUDY 06

Integrated Accessories Raft
System (ENABLES)
Several critical systems for Rolls-Royce engines are
located on the fan case – to move fuel, oil, power
and electricity around the engine. Current external
dressings for a typical large engine have over 2,700
parts and take 600 hours to build.
A collaboration between Rolls-Royce, the National
Composite Centre (NCC) and bf1systems, the
ENABLES system embeds this complex network
of dressings into composite rafts. This innovative
technology will deliver significant benefits, including
a 30% part count reduction, weight reduction, build
time/cost savings and a predicted 50% reduction of
in-service reliability issues.
An SME, bf1systems achieved AS9100
accreditation and ‘special processes’ supplier
approval from Rolls-Royce.
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“Involvement has fundamentally changed the
way we manufacture – the knowledge gained in
aerospace processes and controls will be of great
benefit to us, supporting future growth across
multiple market sectors”, noted James Welham,
Finance Director bf1systems.
Rolls-Royce has invested £8m in a dedicated facility
in Bristol, manufacturing ~400 engine sets of rafts
a year and employing up to 35 people.
ENABLES will be certified on the Trent 1000-TEN
for the Boeing 787, having successfully completed
engine ground tests and flight tests. This project has
received funding from the European Union’s Seventh
Framework Programme for research, technological
development and demonstration.
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CASE STUDY 07

Advanced Electrical Machines
Technologies for Aircraft (AEMTA)
AEMTA responds to a strong strategic market need to
establish the UK as a key future supplier of advanced
products for more electric aircraft. This has the
potential to enable significantly reduced aircraft fuel
consumption (of the order 3-6%), by removing weight
and optimising motor and engine performance, whilst
improving reliability and reducing maintenance and
operating costs.
The project targets doubling the high-temperature
performance of electro-mechanical systems operating
in harsh environments, to 250ºC – 280ºC, necessary
due to the need to move electrical motors and
machines closer to the engine core.

A further benefit is the demonstration of improved
product development:
Mukesh Patel, Safran Power Centre of Excellence
Manager for Machines stated “Being able to deliver
the six-week motor – developing a prototype motor
and optimised product within such a short turnaround
time for development activities is critical. AEMTA has
demonstrated the ability to significantly accelerate this
process, de-risk the product and position ourselves for
new business”.
For the supply chain partner companies, the project
has provided invaluable opportunities to work with
a Tier-1 customer. The success of the project is
establishing the UK as the Safran Centre of Excellence
in electric machines.

CASE STUDY 08

Hyperflux++
Hyperflux ++ brings together Bombardier, CFMS,
Aircraft Research Association and Zenotech to
further develop capability for specific challenges in
the aerodynamic modelling of undercarriages and
nacelles, with over 30,000 surfaces to be modelled
by the software in the project.
Solution accuracy and faster run times have put this
technology at the fore, with CFMS’ high performance
computing system aiding the design. It is estimated
that design analysis time will be accelerated by at
least 10 times for the same fixed cost, significantly
increasing design productivity and throughput.
A major benefit of this project is technology spillover,
as the design tools could be used in a range of

sectors, such as civil engineering, renewable
energy, automotive. The technology outputs
have already attracted the attention of a number
of potential customers.
David Standingford, Company Director at Zenotech and
project lead stated, “These technologies can take time
to develop, but introducing the right partners with the
right expertise is critical to getting these products to
the market ahead of our competitors”.
Hyperflux ++ is anticipating reaching a working
practice product at TRL7 by the end of the project,
from a current level of TRL 4-5, demonstrating a
fast paced development.
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STRATEGIC PORTFOLIO
APPROACH
The live ATI R&T portfolio consists of a variety of strategic
technology investments targeting a range of market imperatives.
The Institute works in partnership with Industry, BIS, and Innovate UK to drive the R&T portfolio. The
Institute’s role is at the forefront of this activity, engaging closely with organisations to catalyse
and shape opportunities for R&T that deliver maximum economic value to the UK.
The Institute works with BIS to ensure the R&T portfolio remains strategically coherent, resilient and
maximises value in allocating funding.
Strategically Coherent

Resilient

Maximises Value

Market-aligned technology
Builds UK advantage

Diversifies risk
Accounts for future
uncertainties

Creates options
Exploits synergies
Encourages collaboration
Drives spillover

The strength and diversity of the strategic R&T portfolio reflects
the positive commitment made by Government and Industry to
protect and strengthen the UK’s aerospace capabilities.
Demand for new R&T through the ATI has
increased since the outset of the programme,
a strong sign of how the ATI commitment is
influencing the allocation of research effort
and investment into the UK.
This is leading to tougher decisions in the
context of the portfolio. Strategic and economic
potential of proposed R&T projects are the
main drivers of the portfolio, but also of central
importance is the ability of organisations to
secure matching funding - a factor that varies
across the sector and which requires the

Institute to take a proactive role to encourage
investment.
The Institute works with organisations to develop
projects with both consortia and technology
scope optimised to meet strategic priorities.
Importantly, this approach has increased the
participation of SMEs on large strategic projects
– of the 188 organisations directly participating
in ATI projects, 100 are small- or medium-size
businesses (SMEs). Rigorous assessment of a
range of economic and technological aspects
supports portfolio decision-making.

9%

30%

12%
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The mix of ATI-funded projects will evolve as the
Institute continues to focus on strategic priorities
and stimulate research in areas with high-growth
potential. The portfolio approach remains agile,
able to respond to new promising technologies
and exploit new market opportunities across
the sector. Central to this approach are regular
opportunities for the allocation of funding, three
each year, providing a stable and progressive
funding environment that supports long-term
planning and decision making across both
Government and Industry. The Institute’s
capabilities are readily exploited within this

Since September 2015 the
ATI and BIS have strategically
evaluated over 63 unique
projects, representing over
£810m of activity

context, bringing to bear its expertise and
sector insight across technology, the market
and economics.
In addition to providing long-term planning
advantages, the established funding decision
points incentivise participation and improve
options for the portfolio. The competitiveness of
this process has improved the quality of projects,
increasing the expected benefits. The Institute’s
advantaged position enables it to connect
organisations and steer projects to address new
opportunities and capture synergies that would
otherwise be missed.

The ATI has worked closely
with applicants to re-shape and
refine proposals; over 50% of
submissions since September
2015 have evolved in this way

Under the strategic direction
of the Institute, a number of
highly collaborative projects
have been formed, each
involving 5 or more UK partners
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INSTITUTE
HIGHLIGHTS
Two important opportunities have driven a large part of the
Institute’s evolution – the absence of a broadly accessible
whole-aircraft capability within the UK and the potential for
increasing UK involvement in European R&T programmes.
WHOLE-AIRCRAFT CAPABILITY
The performance of an aircraft is dependent
on the effective integration of many elements.
An aircraft must also operate as part of the
broader air transport system, flying through
controlled airspace, on the ground at airports
and receiving maintenance services delivered
by complex supply chains to keep it functioning.
Understanding the impact of a technological
change on this ‘system of systems’ is complex,
yet vital.
Within the UK, the ability to understand how
technologies impact aircraft in this context has
existed, until now, within a small number of
organisations. UK suppliers would make better
decisions and more effectively position their
technologies with customers if they were able to
do this.
The ATI’s activities, including technology
strategy, shaping projects and developing the
R&T portfolio are better informed through a
whole-aircraft lens. More generally, wholeaircraft design and integration capabilities are
vital to ensuring the UK remains a technology
leader. For these reasons, the Institute has
established an in-house whole-aircraft capability
and is making this accessible to UK aerospace
organisations.
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Endorsed by industry stakeholders, the
Institute’s experienced whole-aircraft team has
developed a modelling toolset to predict aircraft
operational performance and costs. For the
first time, it allows UK organisations to access
independent insight of the benefits of their
technology for customers. It is a truly unique UK
offering.
As a first step, the Institute has published a range
of whole-aircraft trade factors that estimate the
impact of weight, performance and drag changes
on aircraft fuel burn, CO2 and operating cost.
The Institute is using the capability to inform its
view of the market and advise on ATI project and
portfolio decisions.
This capability is being developed further,
allowing the Institute to more effectively
evaluate the merits of future aircraft
architectures and the technologies needed
to meet the Advisory Council for Aerospace
Research in Europe (ACARE) Flightpath 2050
environmental goals. The Institute’s whole
aircraft capability will be a powerful asset in
building the UK community for whole aircraft
design and integration, bridging the distributed
capabilities that exist in civil and defence
aerospace industries and in academia.
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PRESENT ATI
WHOLE-AIRCRAFT
CAPABILITY
OFFERING

FUTURE
DEVELOPMENTS

Future features

ATI’S PROPRIETARY WHOLEAIRCRAFT CAPABILITY

ACCESSING ATI WHOLEAIRCRAFT CAPABILITY

–
–
–
–
–

Flexible aircraft trade factors
Aviation system level outputs
Noise and NOx outputs
System architectural models
New aircraft architecture models

Future beneﬁts
– Catalyse the debate on future aircraft
– Evaluate long-term environmental targets
– Provide a deeper and more
comprehensive understanding
of technology impact

ATI wholeaircraft Model
Environment
ATI aircraft
library

Fixed
Aircraft
trade factors
Validation
with OEMs

User-friendly
aircraft trade
tool, for UK
aerospace

Quantiﬁed
impact of
technology on
fuel burn and CO2

New
Technology

- Aerospace sector
- Technology
strategy
- Competitive
landscape
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INTERNATIONAL
The global nature of aerospace requires the
Institute to take an international approach,
working with overseas companies to attract
investment, and engaging with overseas supply
chains and regulators. UK organisations need
access to partners with skills, capabilities and
infrastructure not readily available in the UK.
They also need to strengthen relationships
with major overseas companies to position
themselves for future opportunities.
The recent vote to leave the European Union
clearly has major significance for this activity,
much of which has centred on R&T initiatives in
Europe. The referendum result does not entail
immediate withdrawal from European activities,
but will begin a process of negotiation with other
EU member states to define the terms of the
UK’s departure.
The Institute will be taking the following steps to
help manage this transition:

–– While the UK remains a member state, it will
continue its engagement with European
officials, in European forums such as ACARE,
and in European programmes such as Clean
Sky 2, to ensure that the UK continues
to exploit European opportunities and
can provide continuity into any future
collaborative arrangements that may result

–– It will work closely with companies
to understand their reactions to the
referendum result, to reduce risks and
identify new opportunities

–– It will advise the Government on possible
aerospace technology policies appropriate to
the UK’s future position outside the EU

–– It will pursue valuable bilateral international
relationships with both EU and non-EU
countries, building on the models already
being developed to establish links with
Sweden, Canada and Germany
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ENGAGING WITH
THE INSTITUTE
The Institute recognises that its stakeholders
are informed, extensive and successful in
aerospace; their input to the technology strategy
is essential. The Institute is committed to
building strong trusting relationships with the
organisations it engages and consults with, while
encouraging an openness that enables new
connections and ideas to form.

The relationships the Institute is fostering with
the sector requires a sharing of insight and
intelligence, much of which is commercially
sensitive. Recognising this, the Institute has
established a common framework agreement to
create a formal, bilateral agreement between the
Institute and an organisation.

SECURITY AT THE INSTITUTE
The Institute’s comprehensive confidentiality and security approach:

–– All employees sign the Institute’s Charter of Trust with the Chief Executive
–– There are explicit confidentiality requirements in employment contracts
–– ATI employs best-practice security policy and procedures and is accredited to Cyber Essentials
––

Mandatory annual staff training and regular briefings embedding a culture of security

–– Secure IT systems and procedures which are tested throughout the year

copyright © Aerospace Technology Institute 2016
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The Institute establishes
effective and collaborative
relationships across the sector
based on an engagement
approach covering strategic,
expert and broader
community connectivity
aspects of its work.

STRATEGIC - Focuses on developing strategic
relationships in industry, government and
academia
EXPERT - Through established technology,
market and economic advisory groups the
Institute engages with 200+ specialists.
Membership and focus of these groups is
published on the Institute’s website.
COMMUNITY - Leveraging multiple channels
to outwardly communicate and disseminate
information relevant to ATI stakeholders and
the programme. The Institute utilises a suite of
channels: newsletters, social media, website,
blog, press and events. Together these enable
the Institute to reach thousands of people
– stakeholders and the wider aerospace
community – on a regular basis.
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CLOSING REMARKS
Civil aerospace matters to the UK. A highly
productive sector, its complex technology,
high-skills work and integrated supply
chains drive a broader contribution to the
economy. The Aerospace Technology Institute
aims to grow these advantages further.
But fierce global competition and the everincreasing demand to produce safer, quieter
and cleaner aircraft mean that constant
investment in innovation is essential if the UK
is to remain at the forefront of the industry.
The technology strategy is a response to that
challenge. It is an ambitious plan to actively
shape and accelerate progress through ATI
funding. The Institute will be accelerating the
research agenda through major new research
initiatives. It is also supporting UK aerospace in
new ways, including through its whole-aircraft
capability and helping companies to engage
with international initiatives.
The Institute has worked in close collaboration
with a wide range of stakeholders in aerospace
and beyond to update the technology strategy.
It works in conjunction with other initiatives
driven by the Aerospace Growth Partnership.
Together, they constitute a long term
programme to meet the complex needs of the
sector, making the UK a globally competitive
place for the aerospace industry.
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Disclaimer
ATI has made every effort to ensure the
reliability of the views and recommendations
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or currency of the information in this report
nor its usefulness in achieving any purpose.
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